
File Setup Size
Setup all �les at full size. Use half or quarter size if necessary.

Resolution of Images
Skyline recommends 100 dpi at full size, with an acceptable range of 75 - 100 dpi. “Rezing up” an image to a higher
dpi, will only soften the image, not add detail. Always preview raster artwork at actual print size to check for any hidden �aws.

Color Mode
Skyline prefers �les in RGB color mode and Color Pro�le Settings in Adobe RGB 1998.

Pantone Colors
You should spec all crucial color matches from the Pantone Coated fanbook. We will try to reproduce the true
Pantone “Solid” color, however the printed color maybe closer to the “4/C Process” equivalent color.
Critical color issues should be coordinated with your sales representative.

Black Specifications
For darkest black output, set all black objects in your �le, including vector and raster art, to these specs:
RGB Color Mode -- R: 0 G: 0 B: 0                       CMYK Color Mode -- C: 100 M: 100 Y: 100 K: 100

Raster Images
For placement of raster art into Illustrator or InDesign save images as Photoshop EPS’s, set Encoding to JPEG (Maximum Quality) for
smallest �le size. TIF and PSD �les can also be used when transparency is needed.

Fonts
Supply all fonts or outline all fonts used before submission.

Bleed Requirements
Bleed is product dependent. For bleed requirements please refer to your Skyline grid or the Art Templates provided to you for your project.

Packaging Final Art
When using Adobe Illustrator or Adobe InDesign please use the “Package” function under the File Menu before submitting art.

Registration & Crop Marks
Please DO NOT include any registration or crop marks. 

Preferred Software                              Acceptable Software

Ai Ps IdAi Ps

ART REQUIREMENTS



Submitting Artwork.
Please upload artwork to: https://skyfile.sharefile.com/r-rd307c447f254aa5a
Alternative Submission:
You can use any file transfer service you prefer (with the exception of DropBox).  We recommend https://WeTransfer.com.

You can send the transfer to whomever your contact is here at Skyline and/or send to graphics@skylineohio.com.

Skyline Grids

Skyline Art Templates

SCALE FACTOR 50% HALF SIZE

*Skyline is not responsible for typos or the quality of the supplied art.

©2013 Skyline Exhibits

Electronic Order Determines Final Production

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE*

Grid Published 8-7-13

DATE

LOW QUALITY IMAGES - PRINT AS IS

REFERENCE
LETTER

This is a low resolution proof.  It is to be 
viewed and approved for content only, not 
for image detail or exact color accuracy.

PROOF

...are off the page to the right and viewable only 
in Adobe Illustrator. Drop PDF on Ai icon.

ART SETUP INSTRUCTIONS...

DEALER & CUSTOMER USE ONLY

COLOR

NOTES TO PRODUCTION

PRODUCT IMAGE

Job Name
Dealer #

Date

Artist
Sales Rep

COLOR - PRINT AS IS

GENERAL ART INSTRUCTIONS:

CONTINUOUS VS. 
INDEPENDENT PANELS:
graphics are manufactured to provide continuous 
visual alignment across the panel breaks.  So it’s 
recommended to hide the panel break lines during 
the design phase.  If you do choose to design 
independent panels where colors or photos are 
meant to print right up to a panel break, but not 
cross over it, that is called a “color break.”  If you 
have one color break in your design, you will then 
need to send in two additional art files separately 
from this art template, by splitting your layout in two 

bleed beyond the black cut line of its own colors and 
photos.  If your layout has 2 color breaks, then you 
would need to supply 3 separate files, and so on.  If 
a single panel break has both independent and 
continuous art elements crossing the break, the
continuous portions should be designed to align at 
the black cut line, and should bleed out onto each 

NOTES TO PRODUCTION:
Please add any special notes for this job at the red 
x that production should be aware of.  Also, if you 
have images of known low quality, but it is the best
you have, please fill in the red “Low Quality

stroke to a red fill, by selecting it and pressing 
SHIFT + X.  This will prevent job delays due to calls 
to ask about quality concerns. 

COLOR:
If this job has no specific colors, please fill in 

the red stroke to a red fill, by selecting it and 
pressing SHIFT + X. Otherwise, type your Pantone 
colors at the red x’s, and fill that color in the
square to the left.  If no colors are listed, then we
cannot guarantee color, and will consider the job 
“Print As Is” even if the red button is not filled in.

DEALER & CUSTOMER BOX:
This gray box is for internal dealer or customer 
use.  The two text boxes could be used for internal 
communications about dealer job number, 

production is blind to this box, and we don’
consider this information. The SAP electronic order 
determines what is produced and shipped.

MIRAGE® 10ft 92in 4 Panels With Round End Panels
#MIRAGE-KIT 
#5751 
#32701 
#33499-5562 

#33500-5562 

ART SIZE - INCLUDES 0.5” BLEED

147.5” X 90.25”
CUT SIZE - WIDTH X HEIGHT

146.5” X 89.25”
TEXT AND LOGO SAFE ZONE SIZE
145.5” X 88.25”

LAYOUT INSTRUCTIONS:
BLEED: 
Extend your background art to this line.
TRIM: The black line indicates the final cut 
lines.
SAFE ZONE: The green line indicates the 
area to keep critical elements such as text,
logos and critical photo elements inside of.
VISIBLE TO FRONT: The blue line 
indicates the front half of each round end 
panel that remains visible to a person 

can still choose to use larger logos or text that 
fill most of the end panel which can then be 
best seen when approching up the aisle from 
the left or right.
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Example of Skyline Grid

Example of Skyline Art Template

A1 

A2 

FL 

GS 

GL
FS 

E

B2 
B1 

D1 

D2 

C1 

C2 

Railing Area Railing Area

LOOP FL
Art Size: 133.63” x 51.38”

Fab Banner Dowel T&B A2 Double-Sided
Art Size: 69” x 89.5”

FBanner Dowel T&B D2 
Double-Sided with D1
Art Size: 14” x 83.75”

FBanner Dowel T&B C2 
Double-Sided with C1
Art Size: 14” x 83.75”

Clip CBK B2 
Art Size: 68.875” x 20.125”

Fab Banner Dowel T&B A1 Double-Sided
Art Size: 69” x 89.5”

FBanner Dowel T&B D1 
Double-Sided with D2
Art Size: 14” x 83.75”

Board E 
Art Size: 26” x 26”
Includes .5” Bleed

FBanner Dowel T&B C1 
Double-Sided with C2
Art Size: 14” x 83.75”

Clip CBK B1 
Art Size: 68.875” x 20.125”

LOOP GL
Art Size: 133.63” x 51.38”

LOOP FS
Art Size: 128.92” x 51.38”

LOOP GS
Art Size: 128.92” x 51.38”

PHL22893 Railing Dynamics 11-2015
Scale 50%

Critical Art (live) Area - Keep all logos,
text and critical visible art in
this area. 

Edge Transition- DOES NOT GET COMPLETELY CUT OFF.
MUST FILL WITH BACKGROUND ART ONLY! 

Hardware Interference Area - Fill with 
background art only that can be covered up. 
Avoid allcritical art elements.

Skyline grids are supplied as an editable PDF and can be opened directly in Adobe Illustrator.
In Illustrator, additional setup instructions can be found to the right side of the grid when
opened. You may design directly on the grid itself or copy and paste the template to your
preferred software.

Grids also represent the proof you will receive back from Skyline with your artwork placed for final 
approval prior to print production.

For larger exhibits you may receive an Art Template. Templates will have a CAD or rendering 
showing your booth space, with each graphical element assigned a reference letter corresponding 
to a 2D template for each reference. These 2D “templates” will show art sizes, which will include 
any bleed requirements for each reference letter. Note that not all Skyline products require bleed.

Just like Grids, Templates can be opened directly in Adobe Illustrator allowing you create art 
directly over the top of the guidelines. For specific art requirements please refer to the art 
requirements on page 1 of this PDF.

After artwork is received you will receive proofs back with each reference placed on a Skyline 
Production Grid similar to what is above for final approval.

GRID & ART TEMPLATE GUIDELINES


